FICTION – APRIL, 2017

Armstrong, Ross,
The watcher / Ross Armstrong.
FICTION ARM

Backman, Fredrik, 1981-
FICTION BAC

Baldacci, David,
The fix / David Baldacci.
FICTION BAL

Boylan, Jennifer Finney, 1958-
Long black veil / Jennifer Finney Boylan.
FICTION BOY

Carr, Robyn,
Any day now / Robyn Carr.
FICTION CAR

Dickey, Eric Jerome,
Finding Gideon / Eric Jerome Dickey.
FICTION DIC

El Akkad, Omar, 1982-
American war / Omar El Akkad.
FICTION ELA

Johansen, Iris,
No easy target / Iris Johansen.
FICTION JOH

Kerr, Philip,
Prussian blue : a Bernie Gunther novel / Philip Kerr.
FICTION KER

Kostova, Elizabeth,
The shadow land / Elizabeth Kostova.
FICTION KOS

Michaels, Fern,
High stakes / Fern Michaels.
FICTION MIC
Mignola, Michael,
Grim Death and Bill the Electrocuted Criminal : an illustrated novel /
Mike Mignola & Thomas E. Snegoski.
FICTION MIG

Moyes, Jojo, 1969-
The horse dancer / Jojo Moyes.
FICTION MOY

Patterson, James, 1947-
Two from the heart / James Patterson, Frank Costantini, Emily Raymond,
Brian Sitts.
FICTION PAT

Ratner, Vaddey,
Music of the ghosts / Vaddey Ratner.
FICTION RAT

Rio, M. L.,
If we were villains / M.L. Rio.
FICTION RIO

Shreve, Anita,
The stars are fire / Anita Shreve.
FICTION SHR

Strout, Elizabeth,
Anything is possible / Elizabeth Strout.
FICTION STR

Suarez, Daniel, 1964-
Change agent / Daniel Suarez.
FICTION SUA

Unger, Lisa, 1970-
The red hunter / Lisa Unger.
FICTION UNG

Watts, Stephanie Powell,
No one is coming to save us / Stephanie Powell Watts.
FICTION WAT

White, Karen (Karen S.),
The night the lights went out / Karen White.
FICTION WHI
Yuknavitch, Lidia,
The book of Joan / Lidia Yuknavitch.
FICTION YUK

**MYSTERY – APRIL, 2017**

Albert, Susan Wittig,
The Last Chance Olive Ranch / Susan Wittig Albert.
M ALB

Arlen, Tessa,
A death by any other name / Tessa Arlen.
M ARL

Chapman, Julia,
Date with death / Julia Chapman.
M CHA

Chase, Julie
Cat got your cash / Julie Chase.
M CHA

Chisholm, P. F., 1958-
M CHI

Cleeves, Ann,
Cold earth / Ann Cleeves.
M CLE

Cole, Daniel,
Ragdoll / Daniel Cole.
M COL

De Muriel, Oscar,
A fever of the blood / Oscar de Muriel.
M DEM

Deaver, Jeffery,
The burial hour / Jeffery Deaver.
M DEA
Hamalainen, Karo, 1976-
Cruel is the night / Karo Hamalainen ; translated by Owen Witesman.
M HAM

Hallinan, Timothy,
Fields where they lay : a Junior Bender mystery / Timothy Hallinan.
M HAL

Hampton, Nell (Mystery author),
Kale to the Queen / Nell Hampton.
M HAM

Harris, C. S.,
Where the dead lie / C.S. Harris.
M HAR

Hawkins, Paula,
Into the water / Paula Hawkins.
M HAW

Hillerman, Anne, 1949-
Song of the lion / Anne Hillerman.
M HIL

Hockensmith, Steve,
Give the devil his due / by Steve Hockensmith and Lisa Falco.
M HOC

Kasasian, M. R. C. (Martin R. C.),
The secrets of Gaslight Lane / M.R.C. Kasasian.
M KAS

Koreto, R. J.,
Alice and the assassin / R. J. Koreto.
M KOR

Leon, Donna,
Earthly remains / Donna Leon.
M LEO

Longworth, M. L. (Mary Lou), 1963-
The curse of La Fontaine : a Verlaque and Bonnet mystery / M.L. Longworth.
M LON
Mackay, Malcolm, 1982-
Every night I dream of hell / Malcolm Mackay.
M MAC

Mackenzie, Jassy,
Bad seeds / Jassy Mackenzie.
M MAC

Malliet, G. M., 1951-
Devil's breath : a Max Tudor mystery / G.M. Malliet.
M MAL

Maxwell, Edith,
Called to justice / Edith Maxwell.
M MAX

McElwain, Julie,
A twist in time / Julie McElwain.
M MCE

Minato, Kanae, 1973-
Penance / Kanae Minato ; translated by Philip Gabriel.
M MIN

Paretsky, Sara,
Fallout / Sara Paretsky.
M PAR

Patrick, Renee,
Dangerous to know / Renee Patrick.
M PAT

Rader-Day, Lori, 1973-
The day I died / Lori Rader-Day.
M RAD

Riggs, Cynthia,
Trumpet of death : a Martha's Vineyard mystery / Cynthia Riggs.
M RIG

Sanders, Ben, 1989-
Marshall's law / Ben Sanders.
M SAN
Sandford, John, 1944 February 23-
Golden prey / John Sandford.
M SAN

Scottoline, Lisa,
One perfect lie / Lisa Scottoline.
M SCO

Shelton, Paige,
Of books and bagpipes / Paige Shelton.
M SHE

Siciliano, Sam, 1947-
Moonstone's curse / Sam Siciliano.
M SIC

Simpson, Rosemary, 1942-
What the dead leave behind / Rosemary Simpson.
M SIM

Tesh, Jane,
Baby, take a bow : a Grace Street mystery / Jane Tesh.
M TES

Woods, Stuart,
M WOO

Yocum, Robin,
A welcome murder / Robin Yocum.
M YOC

**SCIENCE FICTION – APRIL, 2017**

Donnelly, Lara Elena, 1990-
Amberlough / Lara Elena Donnelly.
SF DON

Kalfar, Jaroslav,
Spaceman of Bohemia / Jaroslav Kalfař™.
SF KAL
Lafferty, Mur,
Six wakes / Mur Lafferty.
SF LAF

Reynolds, Alastair, 1966-
Revenger / Alastair Reynolds.
SF REY

VanderMeer, Jeff,
Borne / Jeff VanderMeer.
SF VAN

Weber, David, 1952-
At the sign of triumph / David Weber.
SF WEB

Wolf, Deborah A. (Novelist)
The Dragon's Legacy / Deborah A. Wolf.
SF WOL

Zahn, Timothy,
Star wars. Thrawn / Timothy Zahn.
SF ZAH

GRAPHIC NOVEL – APRIL, 2017

Cain, Chelsea,
Mockingbird. Volume 2, My feminist agenda / Chelsea Cain, writer ; Kate Niemczyk, penciler ; Sean Parsons, inker ; Rachelle Rosenberg, color artist ; VC’s Joe Caramagna, letterer.
FICTION MOC

Coates, Ta-Nehisi,
Black Panther : a nation under our feet. Book 3 / writer, Ta-Nehisi Coates ; artist, Brian Stelfreeze ; layouts, Chris Sprouse ; finishes, Karl Story, Goran Sudzuka, Walden Wong, Roberto Poggi ; inks, Brian Stelfreeze, Karl Story & Scott Hanna ; letterer, VC's Joe Sabino.
FICTION BLA

Batman. Volume 10, Epilogue / written by Scott Snyder, James Tynion IV, Ray Fawkes ; art by Greg Capullo, Roge Antonio, ACO, Riley Rossmo, Danny Miki, Brian Level ; color by Fco Plascenia, Dave McCaig, Ivan Plascencia, Jordan Boyd ; letters by Steve Wands, Dezi Sienty, Carlos M. Mangual.
FICTION BAT
Higgins, Kyle,
Mighty Morphin Power Rangers. Volume two / written by Kyle Higgins ;
illustrated by Thony Silas, Hendry Prasetya ; colors by Bryan Valenza,
Matt Herms ; letters by Ed Dukeshire.
FICTION POW

King, Tom, 1978-
Batman. Volume 2, I am suicide / Tom King, writer ; Mikel JanÃ­n, Mitch
Gerards, Hugo Petrus, artists ; June Chung, Mitch Gerards, colorists ;
Clayton Cowles, letterer ; Mikel JanÃ­n, collection cover artist.
FICTION BAT

Maier, Corinne,
Freud : an illustrated biography / Corinne Maier, Anne Simon ; translated
from French by J. Taboy.
B FREUD,S.

Radtke, Kristen,
Imagine wanting only this / Kristen Radtke.
B RADTKE,K.

NON-FICTION -APRIL, 2017

Aspden, Rachel,
Generation Revolution : on the front line between tradition and change in
the Middle East / Rachel Aspden.
962.055 ASP

Baichtal, John.
The cult of LEGO / John Baichtal, Joe Meno.
688.72 BAI

Bloomberg, Michael,
Climate of hope : how cities, businesses, and citizens can save the planet
/ Michael R. Bloomberg, Carl Pope.
363.738 BLO

Boumediene, Lakhdar, 1966-
Witnesses of the unseen : seven years in Guantanamo / Lakhdar Boumediene
and Mustafa Ait Idir, with Daniel Hartnett Norland, Jeffrey Rose, and
Kathleen List.
355.1296 BOU
Star Wars on trial: science fiction and fantasy writers debate the most popular science fiction films of all time / for the prosecution, David Brin; for the defense, Matthew Woodring Stover.

791.4375 STA

Cannell, Michael T.,
Incendiary: the psychiatrist, the mad bomber, and the invention of criminal profiling / Michael Cannell.
363.325 CAN

Collinsworth, Eden,
Behaving badly: the new morality in politics, sex, and business / Eden Collinsworth.
170.9 COL

Cooper, Caren B. (Caren Beth),
Citizen science: how ordinary people are changing the face of discovery / Caren Cooper.
500 COO

Days, Michael I.,
Obama's legacy: what he accomplished as President / Michael I. Days.
973.932 DAY

Doka, Kenneth J.
Grief is a journey: finding your path through loss / Dr. Kenneth J. Doka.
155.937 DOK

Erzen, Tanya,
God in captivity: the rise of faith-based prison ministries in the age of mass incarceration / Tanya Erzen.
259.5 ERZ

Fine, Cordelia,
Testosterone rex: myths of sex, science, and society / Cordelia Fine.
155.3 FIN

Finn, Alice,
Smart women love money: five simple, life-changing rules of investing / Alice Finn.
332.6 FIN
Florida, Richard L.,
The new urban crisis : how our cities are increasing inequality, deepening segregation, and failing the middle class - and what we can do about it / Richard Florida.
307.76 FLO

Forman, James, 1967-
Locking up our own : crime and punishment in Black America / James Forman, Jr.
364.973 FOR

Gaskin, Ina May.
Spiritual midwifery / Ina May Gaskin.
618.4 GAS

Georgiou, Archelle, 1962-
Healthcare choices : 5 steps to getting the medical care you want and need / Archelle Georgiou, MD.
610 GEO

Grann, David,
Killers of the Flower Moon : the Osage murders and the birth of the FBI / David Grann.
976.6 GRA

301.07 INT

Guinn, Jeff,
The road to Jonestown : Jim Jones and Peoples Temple / Jeff Guinn.
289.9 GUI

Haass, Richard,
A world in disarray : American foreign policy and the crisis of the old order / Richard Haass.
327.73 HAA

Heine, Steven J.,
DNA is not destiny : the remarkable, completely misunderstood relationship between you and your genes / Steven J. Heine.
572.86 HEI
Johnston, Raymond
Fodor's Prague / [writers: Raymond Johnston, Jennifer Rigby, Will Tizard; editors: Margaret Kelley (lead editor), Alexis Kelly, Amanda Sadlowski] 914.3712 FOD

Kasparov, G. K. (Garri Kimovich),
Winter is coming : why Vladimir Putin and the enemies of the free world must be stopped / Garry Kasparov ; with Mig Greengard. 947.086 KAS

Keating, Daniel P., 1949-
Born anxious : the lifelong impact of early life adversity - and how to break the cycle / Daniel P. Keating. 155.9042 KEA

Kipnis, Laura,
Unwanted advances : sexual paranoia comes to campus / Laura Kipnis. 305.42 KIP

Klosterman, Chuck, 1972-
Sex, drugs, and cocoa puffs : a low culture manifesto / Chuck Klosterman. 306.0973 KLO

Kratz, Ken,
Avery : the case against Steven Avery and what making a murderer gets wrong/ Ken Kratz ; with Peter Wilkinson. 345.774 KRA

Lederman, Noah, 1981-
A world erased : a grandson's search for his family's Holocaust secrets / Noah Lederman. 940.5318 LED

Levitan, Dave,
Not a scientist : how politicians mistake, misrepresent, and utterly mangle science / Dave Levitan. 303.483 LEV

Louis, Jenn,
The book of greens : a cook's compendium of 40 varieties, from arugula to watercress, with over 150 recipes / Jenn Louis with Kathleen Squires ; photographs by Ed Anderson. 641.65 LOU
Malek, Alia, 1974-
The home that was our country: a memoir of Syria / Alia Malek.
956.91 MAL

Matar, Marlene,
The Aleppo cookbook: celebrating the legendary cuisine of Syria / Marlene Matar.
641.595691 MAT

McCullough, David G.,
The American spirit: who we are and what we stand for / speeches by David McCullough.
973 MCC

Milton, Giles,
940.5486 MIL

Navarro, Joe, 1953-
Three minutes to doomsday: an agent, a traitor, and the worst espionage breach in US history / Joe Navarro.
327.12 NAV

Olson, Lynne,
Last Hope Island: Britain, occupied Europe, and the brotherhood that helped turn the tide of war / Lynne Olson.
940.53 OLS

O'Neill, Robert, 1976-
The operator: firing the shots that killed Osama bin Laden and my years as a SEAL Team warrior / Robert O'Neill.
359.9 O'NE

Parker, Kate T.,
Strong is the new pretty: a celebration of girls being themselves / Kate T. Parker.
779.25 PAR

Pearson, Dan,
Last Don standing: the secret life of mob boss Ralph Natale / Dan Pearson and Larry McShane.
364.106 PEA
Peveteaux, April,
Bake sales are my b*tch : win the food allergy wars with 60+ recipes to keep kids safe and parents sane / April Peveteaux.
641.563 PEV

Prescott, Dennis.
Eat delicious : 125 recipes for your daily dose of awesome / Dennis the Prescott.
641.5 PRE

Quindt, Svetlana,
The costume making guide : creating armor & props for cosplay / Svetlana Quindt, aka Kamui Cosplay.
646.478 QUI

Ripp, Victor,
Hell's traces : one murder, two families, thirty-three Holocaust memorials / Victor Ripp.
940.5318 RIP

Rosenthal, Elisabeth, 1956-
An American sickness : how healthcare became big business and how you can take it back / Elisabeth Rosenthal.
362.1 ROS

Sharfstein, Daniel J.,
979.5 SHA

Sincero, Jen, 1965-
You are a badass at making money : master the mindset of wealth / Jean Sincero.
332.024 SIN

Stanley, Jessamyn,
Every body yoga : let go of fear, get on the mat, love your body / by Jessamyn Stanley.
613.7046 STA

Stansberry, Porter,
America 2020 : the survival blueprint / Porter Stansberry; foreword by Dr. Ron Paul.
336.73 STA
Talbot, Sam.
100% real : 100 insanely good recipes for clean food made fresh / Sam Talbot ; [writer, Susanna Margolis].
641.563 TAL

Talty, Stephan,
The Black Hand : the epic war between a brilliant detective and the deadliest secret society in American history / Stephan Talty.
364.106 TAL

Verducci, Tom,
The Cubs way : the zen of building the best team in baseball and breaking the curse / Tom Verducci.
796.357 VER

Wadman, Meredith,
The vaccine race : science, politics, and the human costs of defeating disease / Meredith Wadman.
614.5 WAD

Warren, Elizabeth,
This fight is our fight : the battle to save America's middle class / Elizabeth Warren.
305.55 WAR

Weil, Andrew,
Mind over meds : know when drugs are necessary, when alternatives are better-- and when to let your body heal on its own / Andrew Weil, MD..
362.29 WEI

Whipple, Chris (Christopher C.),
The gatekeepers : how the White House Chiefs of Staff define every presidency / Chris Whipple.
973.92 WHI

Windhorst, Brian,
Return of the king : LeBron James, the Cleveland Cavaliers, and the greatest comeback in NBA history / Brian Windhorst and Dave McMenamin.
796.323 WIN

Winfrey, Oprah,
Food, health, and happiness : 115 on-point recipes for great meals and a better life / Oprah Winfrey ; with Lisa Kogan.
641.563 WIN
Winter, W. Chris,
The sleep solution : why your sleep is broken and how to fix it / W. Chris Winter, MD.
616.8498 WIN

Wright, Jay, 1961-
Attitude : develop a winning mindset on and off the court / Jay Wright with Michael Sheridan and Mark Dagostino ; foreword by Charles Barkley.
796.323 WRI

BIOGRAPHY – APRIL, 2017

Allen, Jonathan (Jonathan J. M.),
Shattered : inside Hillary Clinton's doomed campaign / Jonathan Allen and Amie Parnes.
B CLINTON,H.

Barsky, Jack, 1949-
Deep undercover : my secret life and tangled allegiances as a KGB spy in America / Jack Barsky with Cindy Coloma.
B BARSKY,J.

Feek, Rory Lee,
This life I live : one man's extraordinary, ordinary life and the woman who changed it forever / Rory Feek.
B FEEK,R.

Franta, Connor, 1992-
Note to self / Connor Franta.
B FRANTA,C.

Gandhi, Arun,
The gift of anger : and other lessons from my grandfather, Mahatma Gandhi / Arun Gandhi.
B GANDHI,A.

Greenman, Ben.
Dig if you will the picture : funk, sex, God, and genius in the music of Prince / Ben Greenman.
B PRINCE

Jenner, Caitlyn, 1949-
The secrets of my life / Caitlyn Jenner ; with Buzz Bissinger.
B JENNER,C.
Sandberg, Sheryl,
Option B : facing adversity, building resilience, and finding joy / Sheryl Sandberg, Adam Grant.
B SANDBERG,S.

Shapiro, Dani,
Hourglass : time, memory, marriage / Dani Shapiro.
B SHAPIRO,D.

Thompson, Marcus, II, 1977-
Golden : the miraculous rise of Steph Curry / Marcus Thompson II.
B CURRY,S.

Zinoman, Jason.
Letterman : the last giant of late night / Jason Zinoman.
B LETTERMAN,D.

LARGE PRINT – APRIL, 2017

Baldacci, David,
The fix [Large Print] / David Baldacci.
LP FICTION BAL

Baldwin, Alec, 1958-
LP B BALDWIN,A.

Berry, Steve, 1955-
The Lost Order [Large Print] / Steve Berry.
LP FICTION BER

Box, C. J.,
Vicious circle [Large Print] / C.J. Box.
LP M BOX

Clark, Mary Higgins,
All by myself, alone [Large Print] / Mary Higgins Clark.
LP M CLA

Deaver, Jeffery,
The burial hour [Large Print] / Jeffery Deaver.
LP M DEA
Ford, Jamie,
LP FICTION FOR

Graham, Heather,
   A perfect obsession [Large Print] / Heather Graham.
LP FICTION GRA

Jenner, Caitlyn, 1949-
   The secrets of my life [Large Print] / Caitlyn Jenner ; with Buzz
   Bissinger.
LP B JENNER,C.

Kerr, Philip,
LP FICTION KER

Lewis, Beverly, 1949-
   The ebb tide [Large Print] / Beverly Lewis.
LP FICTION LEW

McCall Smith, Alexander, 1948-
   My Italian bulldozer [Large Print] / Alexander McCall Smith.
LP FICTION MCC

Miller, Linda Lael,
   Forever a hero [Large Print] / Linda Lael Miller.
LP FICTION MIL

Moyes, Jojo, 1969-
   The horse dancer [Large Print] / Jojo Moyes.
LP FICTION MOY

Paretsky, Sara,
   Fallout [Large Print] / Sara Paretsky.
LP M PAR

Patterson, James, 1947-
   16th seduction [Large Print] / James Patterson and Maxine Paetro.
LP M PAT

Patterson, James, 1947-
   Two from the heart [Large Print] / James Patterson, Frank Costantini,
   Emily Raymond, Brian Sitts.
LP FICTION PAT
Perry, Anne,
Murder on the Serpentine [Large Print] / Anne Perry.
LP M PER

Rosenthal, Elisabeth, 1956-
An American sickness: how healthcare became big business and how you can take it back [Large Print] / Elisabeth Rosenthal.
LP 362.1 ROS

Ross, Ann B.,
Miss Julia weathers the storm [Large Print] / Ann B. Ross.
LP FICTION ROS

Saunders, George, 1958-
Lincoln in the bardo [Large Print] / by George Saunders.
LP FICTION SAU

Shreve, Anita,
The stars are fire [Large Print] / Anita Shreve.
LP FICTION SHR

Tinti, Hannah,
The twelve lives of Samuel Hawley [Large Print] / Hannah Tinti.
LP FICTION TIN